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Executive Summary
The Durham Belt Line is a transformative, active
transportation project that aims to improve resident
mobility; attract new growth and development;
and reduce congestion. A former rail line, the Belt
Line forms an arc connecting Downtown Durham
to residential and commercial areas in central and
northeastern Durham. Currently abandoned, the rail
corridor is a safety concern and creates a barrier to the
flow of multi-modal travel by bisecting and interrupting
the street grid. The Belt Line aims to restore 10 bicycling
and walking connections in central and east Durham;
many of which were formerly severed by the rail line.
The corridor also ties directly into the Triangle’s bus
and rail system, connecting neighborhoods north of
downtown to the regional transit network.

Once completed, the Belt Line will expand equitable
access to jobs, housing, and open space. By providing
connections to transit, encouraging development of
affordable housing along the corridor, and enabling
safe access to essential services, the Belt Line creates
opportunities to transform underserved communities
in Durham’s urban core. As a result, the Belt Line
is expected to provide an estimated benefit of $4.75
for every $1 spent on the project. The total cost of the
project is $16.34 million, of which the City of Durham
is requesting $10 million in BUILD funding from the
United States Department of Transportation (USDOT)
in addition to a local match of $3.95 million and $2.39
million available in other project funds. The project
meets all RAISE primary selection criteria and is ready
for implementation due to the strong local support, the
recent acquisition of the corridor, and the completion
of NEPA.
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Executive Summary
Safety
$42,162,470

Creates a safe biking and walking corridor,
separated from vehicle traffic.

Environmental Sustainability
Eliminates nearly 95 million pounds of carbon
emissions by reducing total vehicle miles traveled
$4,865,943 over the next 20 years.

Quality of Life
Improves quality of life for Durham residents,
especially for the 21.3% of Downtown residents
$34,265,656 living below poverty level, through safe access to
jobs, housing, and open space.

Economic Competitiveness
Attracts new business and development as
well as increases local spending through
$10,243,666 improved connectivity to commercial districts,
employment, and households.

State of Good Repair
$6,115,918

Transforms a derelict rail corridor into an active
transportation facility.

$1

$4.75

Cost

Benefit

100%
Property
Acquired

24%
Local
Match

NEPA
Approved
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“Durham’s vitality
is built upon the
health of our
residents and
the capacity of
our community
to foster and
enhance the wellbeing of every
citizen”
- Philip Freelon,
Durham architect,
architect of the
National Museum
of African American
History

Supplementary Materials
https://durhamnc.gov/4540/2021-RAISE-Grant

Figure 2 The current abandoned rail corridor connects through the heart of Downtown Durham. Once activated, it will bring access to health, safe
transportation and economic development.
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I. Project Description
Overview
The Durham Belt Line is envisioned to be a shareduse path and linear park that spans 1.75 miles. It is
comprised of 17 acres of former railroad right-ofway owned by the City of Durham. The corridor
creates an arc that connects Downtown Durham to
residential and commercial areas in the central and
northeastern portions of the City. Many residents in
the study area are transit dependent, and the trail will
provide a safe and accessible connection to the Durham
Station Transportation Center, the Amtrak Station;
and a growing network of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities. The Belt Line project not only focuses on key
connections for bicycling and walking, but identifies
ways to maximize social, economic, and environmental
benefits. Downtown Durham continues to attract new
office, commercial, and retail investment that will
benefit from enhanced multi-modal travel. New active
transportation opportunities and other amenities will
serve existing neighborhoods and future development.
Furthermore, the project will create new public
space, incorporate green infrastructure, and leverage
private investment.

Figure 3 The Durham Belt Line connects to transit nodes in downtown,
including Durham Station, designed by architect Philip Freelon.

Challenge: A need for infrastructure that
counters sprawling growth and climbing emissions
while increasing safety and access to open space.

The Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area, like many
parts of the Southeast, is one of the nation’s most
sprawling regions. A key challenge for the region
is to match the vision for how communities should
grow with transportation investments to support this
growth. No region has been able to “build its way”
out of congestion. An important factor when making
transportation investments is to provide travel options
that allow people choices to avoid congestion.
The region’s population is changing. People are aging,
single and two-person households without children
are increasing; more people are interested in living in
compact mixed-use neighborhoods; and the number of
households without cars and those taking active forms
of transportation is on the rise. In the City of Durham,
approximately 4% of households do not have an
automobile, and 11.5% of people residing in Downtown
bike or walk to work.
With significant increases in people and jobs expected
in the region through 2045, the amount of travel often
measured in Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in the
Triangle is estimated to grow by over 80%. Future stress
on the regional transportation network is projected
with high levels of congestion predicted in 2045. The
characteristics of the Triangle area, with its rapidly
growing population and economy and propensity
to grow outward, negatively impact the natural
environment and create many transportation challenges.
More commuters are traveling longer distances, and
the single-occupant automobile continues to dominate
how the region’s population travels, even for short nonwork trips. The consequences are motor vehicle traffic
congestion; increasing transportation infrastructure
costs; and further pressure on the region’s air, water,
and open space. In addition, quality of life for Triangle
residents, especially low-wealth and transit-dependent
communities, will continue to be threatened by the
consequences of growth and inadequate infrastructure.
Durham Belt Line
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Figure 4 Based on high usage on existing
Durham trails, the Belt Line creates separate
biking and walking zones.

Figure 5 In the residential zone of the project,
the cross section narrows to preserve more
open space and expand opportunity for
stormwater treatment.

Figure 6 Inspections of the abandoned railroad
bridge found it to be structurally sound. The
bridge will be rehabilitated to accommodate
cycling and walking.
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Solution

Qualify of Life

The Belt Line will transform a
former rail corridor into a linear
park and shared-use path that will
link a growing network of bicycle
and pedestrian facilities; expand
access to employment centers and
essential services in the urban core;
provide open space in underserved
neighborhoods; and connect to the
City’s transportation hub anchored
by Durham Station Transportation
Center and Amtrak Station.
Combined, these transit stations
are served by 18 local buses, five
regional bus routes, two intercity
bus operators and eight intercity
passenger trains. As a result,
the Belt Line will provide key
benefits and outcomes for the local
ecosystem, regional economy and
quality of life for City residents.

Improve the quality of life for all
Durham residents by increasing
connectivity to jobs, housing,
open space, and essential services.
Census tract 22, consisting of
Downtown Durham has a poverty
rate of 21.3%.

Outcomes

Context

Safety

Provide a safe, non-motorized,
multi-use connection between
Downtown Durham and several
residential and commercial areas.
This will also close a critical gap
in a much larger regional network
of trails, including the East
Coast Greenway.
Environmental Sustainability

Improve stormwater quality of
Ellerbe Creek Watershed, redevelop
brownfield sites, and eliminate
over 101 million pounds of carbon
dioxide by planting native trees
and reducing vehicle miles traveled
over the next 20 years.

Economic Competitiveness

Attract new mixed-use development
and employment adjacent to the
Belt Line and provide access to
low-cost transportation to improve
economic mobility.
State of Good Repair

Increase
savings
in
road
maintenance
and
operations
by developing non-motorized
transportation alternatives.

The Belt Line has long been a
vision for the City and its residents,
referenced in the following plans:
Durham Comprehensive Bicycle
Transportation Plan, 2006
The Belt Line and the goal of
acquiring the abandoned railroad
corridor from Norfolk Southern is
identified as the first item on the
Capital Improvements Program list.
Durham Trails and Greenways
Master Plan, 2011 Update
The Belt Line is referenced as part
of the North-South Greenway,
a high priority trail system that
would create connections between
Downtown Durham, the Ellerbe
Creek Trail to the north, and
the American Tobacco Trail to
the south.

Durham Parks and Recreation
Master Plan, 2013
The Belt Line is highlighted as a
high priority segment of the NorthSouth Greenway.
Downtown Durham Open Space
Master Plan, 2014
The Belt Line is recognized as
an opportunity for linear open
space preservation and a primary
connection
between
urban
neighborhoods and other open
space corridors. Survey respondents
in this plan identified the Belt Line
Trail as the highest priority.
Durham SmART Vision Plan,
2015
Identifies a strategy for public
art and urban design. The Belt
Line is recognized for its unique
potential to connect neighborhoods
to downtown and provide an
opportunity for cultural activation.
Downtown Durham Master Plan,
2016
The Belt Line is recognized as a
“game-changer” for its potential to
connect to commercial districts and
attract investment, and its quality
of life benefits through increasing
pedestrian and bike mobility.
Durham
Bike
and
Walk
Implementation Plan, 2017
The
implementation
plan
carries forward priority projects
from previous bicycle and
pedestrian plans with specific
recommendations
on
project
implementation. The Belt Line is
referenced as a key connection to
priority on-street recommendations
adjacent to the trail corridor.
Durham Belt Line
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Durham-Chapel Hill-Carrboro MPO Comprehensive
Transportation Plan, 2017
This long range multimodal plan identifies the Belt
Line Trail as a transportation improvement to meet the
region’s transportation needs.
Durham Belt Line Trail Master Plan, 2018
The Master Plan identifies the vision of the Belt Line
as a “vibrant green space connecting communities
to the heart of Durham.” The Master Plan guides the
development of the Belt Line and includes a case
study review; existing conditions and environmental
justice analysis; design recommendations; and
implementation strategies.
2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, 2018
The Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) lists the
Belt Line Trail as a project that will be implemented to
address travel demand in Durham.
Durham Innovation District Master Plan
27-acre site that reuses old infrastructure to create
new office, residential, retail, and lab space. The Belt
Line is the green space corridor that runs through the
heart of the project and connects to Downtown and
Central Park.

Equitable Community Engagement Blueprint, 2018
This plan aims to advance equitable community
engagement across City initiatives by focusing on
measurable equitable engagement, increased awareness
of City initiatives, minimized adverse effects and
maximized benefits for low-wealth communities and
communities of color.

Support

The Belt Line has been a vision of Durham and its civic
leaders for more than 20 years. In the last two decades,
a significant amount of key stakeholder and public
engagement has transpired. Public engagement was
emphasized in the planning process to create the Belt
Line Master Plan, which facilitated conversations and
workshops with a broad array of citizens and local and
regional organizations. To this date, there have been
over 100 organizations that have officially supported
the project. Those organizations include transit
authorities; local, regional, and State governments;
members of US Congress; NCDOT; universities;
private developers; commercial businesses; nonprofits; neighborhood associations; chambers of
commerce; the hospitality and tourism industry; bike
advocacy groups; environmental and conservation
organizations; financial institutions; the local farmer’s
market; and many others.

Figure 7 The Belt Line is recognized as a “game-changer” for its potential to connect to commercial districts and attract investment, and its quality of
life benefits through increasing pedestrian and bike mobility.
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II. Project Location
City of Durham
Durham has approximately 280,000 residents and is
part of the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill Combined
Statistical Area, which has over 2.1 million people.
The racial composition of Durham is 6% Asian,
39% Black, 14% Hispanic, and 49% White, and the
median household income is $58,905. The region is
a thriving hub of innovation and home to more than
a dozen primary industries, including biotechnology,
pharmaceuticals, clean technology, smart grid
technology and information technology.

ENO RIVER
STATE PARK

Mountains-toSea Trail

Project Site Profile
The Durham Belt Line, an abandoned railroad spur
line was originally used to transport tobacco to the
Duke cigarette factory in Downtown Durham. The
Belt Line was later sold to Norfolk Southern, who
continued to use the railroad line for the shipment of
goods into Downtown until the 1980s. Transforming
the railroad into a rail-trail was first championed by
the Durham Open Space and Trails Commission in the
Open Space and Trails Master Plan in 2001. Funding
was committed for the purchase of the corridor in 2004.
In 2017, the Conservation Fund purchased the corridor
from Norfolk Southern on behalf of the City of Durham.

LE

Figure 8 Durham is the nexus
of the Mountains-to-Sea Trail
and the East Coast Greenway.
The Belt Line will complete a
critical off-road connection of
the East Coast Greenway.
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The Belt Line forms an arc connecting Downtown
Durham to residential and commercial areas in central
and northeastern Durham. The corridor begins at
Avondale Drive, following the rail line to West Chapel
Hill Street. The corridor will eventually connect at
Blackwell and Pettigrew Streets within an existing
right-of-way to the American Tobacco Trail, which is
a part of the East Coast Greenway, a 3,000 mile trail
spanning from Maine to Florida that attracts over a
million visitors each year.
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Area of Persistant Poverty
The Belt Line study area is approximately a halfmile surrounding the trail corridor and includes
neighborhoods within census tracts 22, 2, and 3.02.
Census tract 22, consisting of Downtown Durham has
a poverty rate of 21.3%, as measured by the 2014-2018
American Community Survey data, and is defined as
an area of persistant poverty, which is an area with a
poverty rate higher than 20%. While the poverty rates
of census tracts 3.02 and 2 in central and northeast
Durham are below 20%, the neighboring census tracts
within a mile of the study area far exceed the poverty
rate threshold. Census tracts in East Durham have
poverty rates between 30% and 45%. Comparatively,
the City of Durham has a poverty rate of 16.8%.
A key goal of the Durham Belt Line project is to expand
equitable access to jobs, housing, and open space.
By providing connections to transit, encouraging

22.2%

development of affordable housing along the corridor,
and enabling safe access to essential services, the Belt
Line creates opportunities to transform underserved
communities in the study area.
Additionally, to address the possible adverse impacts
that the Belt Line may have on low-wealth communities
near the trail corridor, the City drafted the Durham
Belt Line Trail Equitable Engagement Plan in 2018.
The Equitable Engagement Plan prescribes intentional
engagement methodologies and procedures to ensure
that historically underrepresented communities
are included in the decision-making process and
implementation regarding the trail’s design and
amenities.The Plan aims to increase awareness of City
initiatives, minimize adverse effects and maximize
benefits for low-wealth communities and communities
of color.
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Project
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10.4%
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23.9%

44.1%

32.6%

Figure 9 Population Below Poverty Level

In the Belt Line study area, census tract 22 has a poverty rate of 21.3% and is defined as an area of persistant proverty by the US Department of
Transportation. (This map illustrates the percentage of population below poverty level by census tract using 2014-2018 American Community
Survey Data provided by the Bureau of the Census.)
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III. Grant Funds, Sources + Uses of Project Funds
Project Funding

Local Commitment to the Project

Based on the desired elements identified in the Durham
Belt Line Master Plan, the construction cost estimate
is $16,341,800. Along with the City’s investment of
$3,948,300, total Federal contributions of $2,393,500
include $2,273,500 in funds allocated by the DCHC
MPO to the Belt Line project and $120,000 that has
been secured through the NCDOT State Transportation
Improvement Plan. Upon its completion, the total cost
of this project is estimated at $30,372,500. The RAISE
Application is being submitted for a portion of the
costs needed for construction of the Belt Line. Durham
is requesting $10,000,000 in RAISE funding from
USDOT to aid in final implementation of the Belt Line
trail project. The City of Durham’s capital improvement
plan has obligated $3,948,300 for construction of the
trail, which is 24% of the construction costs.

The City of Durham and its partners are committed to the
implementation of this project. To date, the City (with
the assistance of TIGER funds) has spent $264,300 to
prepare the Belt Line Master Plan, which was adopted
in August 2018. In conjunction with the Conservation
Fund’s donated value of $4,291,925, the right-of-way
needed to construct this trail was secured with an
investment of $12,096,400 with the funding assistance
from the Transportation
Alternatives Program
(TAP) through NCDOT. Durham has received TAP
funding through NCDOT for design ($600,000) and
construction ($120,000) under TIP project # EB-5904,
as well as $410,316 in TAP Direct Allocation (TAPDA) funds and $1,863,184 in Surface Transportation
Block Grant Direct Attributable (STBGDA) funds for
construction allocated by the DCHC MPO.

Federal
(other)

RAISE
Planning (TIGER)
Design
Right-of-way
Construction
Total

City

Other (private)

Total

--

$211,440

$52,860

--

$264,300

--$10,000,000
$10,000,000

$600,000
$7,800,000
$2,393,500
$11,004,940

$1,070,000
$4,475
$3,948,300
$5,075,635

-$4,291,925
-$4,291,925

$1,670,000
$12,096,400
$16,341,800
$30,372,500

Figure 10 Belt Line Funding Strategy

Figure 11 Former Mayor Bill Bell and US Representative David Price cut the ribbon on
the American Tobacco Trail which has 480,080 users annually.

Figure 12 Civic leaders walk the abandoned rail corridor.
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Proposed Neighborhood Bike Route

Existing Greenways

Proposed Bike Lanes

Existing Sidewalks

Proposed Greenways

Existing Bike Lanes

New Biking and Walking Connections

Figure 13 Durham is investing in pedestrian and biking
infrastructure throughout the City. The Belt Line is a
critical link in the growing network.

Figure 14 The American Tobacco Trail brings residents and visitors directly into Downtown. The Belt Line will complete the connection into developing
districts to the North and reroutes the East Coast Greenway onto separated trails from current surface streets.
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IV. Selection Criteria
A SAFETY

Provide a safe, nonmotorized,
multi-use
connection
between
Downtown
Durham
and several residential
and commercial areas.
This will also close a
critical gap in a much
larger regional network
of trails, including the
East Coast Greenway.
BENEFIT
$42,162,470

175
PEDESTRIAN
CRASHES

Between 2007-2019, there
were 262 reported bicycle
and pedestrian crashes within
one half-mile of the Belt Line
corridor; seven of which were
fatal or disabling. This figure
represents 10.8% of the total
bicycle and pedestrian crashes
in Durham during this period.
Additionally, people of color are
disproportionately impacted
by unsafe roadway conditions
for bicyclists and pedestrians
in the study area. Of the 262
crashes, 139 (53%) involved a
person of color.

The Durham Belt Line’s approach
to safety focuses on the avoidance
of bicyclist and pedestrian crashes
by reducing conflicts with motor
vehicles and increasing safety and
comfort for trail users. The proposed
trail design reduces conflict points,
increases accessibility, and improves
safety at crossings. To improve

87
BIKE
CRASHES

safety along the trail, sidewalk
gaps are filled in four key locations
and new bicycle and pedestrian
connections will be made in 10
locations. These improvements
also make the trail more accessible.
Bicycle lanes, colored-paving
patterns, or other surface treatment
will provide clear wayfinding
through this area.
Intersection improvements and
design features address high speeds
at two street crossings. Where
85th percentile speeds have been
reported in excess of 45mph on
Roxboro Street, a HAWK Signal
will be installed to increase safety
for trail users. To improve transit
safety and accessibility, a stop will
be relocated. Washington Street will
receive a number of improvements
to
reduce
vehicle
speeds
approaching this area in addition to
pedestrian signage and a reduced
crossing distance. Completing
and improving Macon Street and
making pedestrian improvements
on Dacian Avenue will create an
improved intersection in advance
of Washington Street on both sides.
With these improvements, a walking
trip along the Belt Line from the
trail terminus at Avondale Drive to
Amtrak Station will reduce conflict
points from 84 to 15, resulting in an
82% reduction in vehicle conflict
areas when taking the trail versus
walking on-street.

Figure 15 11% of Durham’s biking and pedestrian crashes occur within a
half-mile of the Belt Line corridor (2007-2019).
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Figure 17 The Belt Line corridor is in disrepair and creates safety risks for residents.
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The
Belt
Line
promotes
environmental sustainability by
offering low-impact transportation
options that benefit congestion and
air quality. Trips generated along
the trail corridor will reduce the
number of vehicle miles traveled
(VMT), reducing emissions and
reliance on fossil fuels. As zeroemission transportation modes,
bicycling and walking trips
along the Belt Line will result
in a reduction of the following
pollutants each year: over 20,000
pounds of nitrous oxides, over
500 pounds of sulfur dioxide, over
2,500 pounds of particulate matter,
and over 101 million pounds of
carbon dioxide.

B ENVIRONMENTAL

SUSTAINABILITY

Improve stormwater
quality of Ellerbe Creek
Watershed, redevelop
brownfield sites, and
eliminate over 101
million pounds per year
of carbon dioxide by
reducing total vehicle
miles traveled and
restoring native wildlife
habitats over the next
20 years.
BENEFIT
$4,865,943

SOUTH ELLERBE RESTORATION PROJECT - CONCEPT PLAN
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In addition to air and water quality
benefits as described above, the
Belt Line will also convert the
former industrial corridor into a
green habitat corridor that will
incorporate and connect four acres
of restored forest; a riparian area
and meadow; restoration of native
trees and plants; and six acres of new
urban green space, as envisioned in
the Durham Trails and Greenways
Plan and Downtown Open Space
Plan. Selective tree plantings will
provide additional benefits such
as increased shade, reduction of
the heat island effect, stormwater
interception, rehabilitation of
wildlife habitats, and improved
air quality.
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The Belt Line study area lies within
the Ellerbe Creek Watershed, which
has the highest population density
of all watersheds in Durham and
is included on the State list of
impaired water bodies. Connected
to the Belt Line is the South
Ellerbe Restoration Project, which
aims to mitigate damage caused to
the watershed, increase filtration,
and improve stormwater quality by
including a mile of bioswales, seven
bioretention sites and education
programming to build awareness
for future generations. The Belt
Line project area also includes six
toxic sites and several brownfields.
Seven underground storage tank
incidents have occurred directly
adjacent to the trail corridor. Two
high-risk and one intermediate-risk
tank incidents remain in the project
area. The Belt Line provides a
unique opportunity to significantly
improve these brownfield sites.

E
AV

Figure 18 The Ellerbe Creek watershed project will treat nearly all of the stormwater run-off
from Downtown Durham and create open space, outdoor education and park amenities. The
Belt Line will create non-motorized access for visitors.
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C QUALITY OF LIFE

Improve the quality
of life for all Durham
residents by increasing
access and connectivity
to jobs, healthcare,
parks,
and
other
esssential community
services and resources.
BENEFIT
$34,265,656
As discussed in the Durham Belt
Line Master Plan, a core objective
of the project is to improve the
quality of life for Durham residents.
The Belt Line will provide a critical
active transportation corridor for
residents to access employment
centers, schools, medical services,
open space, and commercial centers

by increasing transportation choices
for households within the study
area who are underserved by the
current transportation system. The
Belt Line restores 10 bicycling and
walking connections in central and
northeast Durham; many of which
were formerly severed by the rail
line. The corridor also ties directly
into the Triangle’s bus and rail
system, connecting neighborhoods
north of Downtown to the regional
transit network. The Durham Station
Transportation Center lies at the
southwest terminus of the Belt Line,
and GoDurham, with its hub at this
station, is used for more than 5.6
million transit trips every year.
Large trail network investments,
such as the Belt Line, provide
multi-modal access to jobs and
services. 5.7% of households in
the study area lack access to
motor vehicles, compared to 4%
of households City-wide.

The Belt Line will also expand
access to Durham’s growing
open space and trails network,
increasing recreational and wellness
opportunities for residents. The
Downtown Durham Open Space
Plan establishes a level of service
standard of
800 feet, which
represents a reasonable walking
distance within a downtown
district. Based on this standard, the
completion of the Belt Line will
increase the number of households
served by parks by 52%. In addition,
the Belt Line will function as a
linear park and trail spine through
the heart of Downtown, improving
regional trail connectivity by linking
the American Tobacco Trail, which
spans 22 miles from Downtown
Durham to rural Chatham County
with the Ellerbe Creek Trail in
central and northeast Durham.

Figure 19 ITRE’s ‘Bridging the Gap’ study measured the impact of the bridge installation over I-40 connecting the two segments of the American Tobacco
Trail in 2014. Most people used the trail for exercise or recreational purposes and exited at the same place where they entered. However, through-trips in the
study area increased after the bridge was completed. The proportion of non-recreational trips increased from 5% in 2013 to 8% in 2014.
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Figure 20 The Durham Belt Line expands
access to essential jobs and services.
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Sidewalks

Destinations

10-minute walk to Belt Line

Greenways

New Biking and Walking Connections

20-minute walk to Belt Line

Parks

Schools

Civic / Employment Centers

A

George Watts Elementary School

A

Duke East Campus

G

Center for Child & Family Health

B

Durham School of the Arts

B

Avondale Drive Shopping Center

H

Duke Clinic

C

Central Park School for Children

C

Brightleaf Square

D

Durham Nativity School

D

Durham Innovation District

E

Global Scholars Academy

E

Durham Station Transportation Center

F

Immaculata Catholic School

F

Durham City Hall

G

Healthy Start Academy

G

Downtown

H

Camelot Academy

H

Durham County Library

I

Morehead Elementary School

I

American Tobacco Campus

J

Club Boulevard Elementary School

J

Durham Bulls Stadium

K

Durham Performing Arts Center

L

Durham County Courthouse

M

Durham Farmer’s Market Pavillion

N

Amtrak Station

Grocery Stores

Parks
A

Northgate Park

B

Duke Park

C

Trinity Park

D

Ellerbe Creek Restoration Project (Future Park)

E

Old North Durham Park

F

Bay-Hargrove Park

G

Rocky Creek Park

H

Drew/Granby Park

I

Durham Central Park

J

Downtown Dog Park

K

Oakwood Park

L

East End Park

A

King’s Supermarket

B

Compare Foods

C

Fay Street Grocery

D

Save A Lot

E

Bulldega Urban Market

A

LliBott Consultorios Medicos

M

Long Meadow Park

F

Food World

B

Samaritan Health Center

N

Burch Park

G

Compare Foods

C

Freedom House Recovery Center

O

Carroll Park

H

Al-Taiba Halal Market

D

Health Care for the Homeless Clinic

P

Orchard Park

I

Durham Co-op Market

E

Durham County Department of Public Health

Q

Historic Durham Athletic Park

J

Whole Foods Market

F

Durham Center for Senior Life

R

Geer Cemetery

Health Centers
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Many of the neighborhoods
surrounding the Belt Line exhibit
characteristics
of
vulnerable
communities, at risk of being
displaced by increased property
values near the trail corridor.
Addressing this risk through
layered community strategies helps
maximize the potential quality of
life benefits of the Belt Line to
Durham residents. The Belt Line
Trail Master Plan was adopted in
2018 and included analysis of equity
challenges around the trail corridor,
including affordable housing, placemaking, safety, and the historical
legacy of red-lining. In response to
strong community advocacy around
equity issues specific to this trail,
the Durham City Council directed
staff to develop an Equitable
Engagement Blueprint for the
City as a whole and an Equitable

Engagement Plan specifically for
the Durham Belt Line Trail. These
documents were presented to the
public and City Council as draft
living documents in 2019 and
focus on reaching and empowering
historically
underrepresented
communities, including Black and
Latinx communities; non-English
speakers; low-income residents;
and renters. Notable components of
Durham’s Equitable Engagement
process include transparency, early
resident involvement in decision
making, increasing accessibility of
outreach, and building capacity of
and relationships with community
partners. Community partners are
typically organizations or individuals
who already work with or advocate
for historically under-represented
communities. Beginning in 2019,
community partners have been

involved with the City and County
Comprehensive Plan, the Durham
County Transit Plan, and numerous
transportation projects, all of which
will impact the development and
growth of the City around the Belt
Line Trail corridor. The engagement
process during design of this trail
currently focuses on outreach to
historically
under-represented
communities utilizing City staff; a
design and engagement consultant
that is locally based but nationally
known for their culturally competent
work; and community partners
who work in an area that is directly
impacted by the project. The work
focuses on decisions related to the
immediate design and construction
project and public art, but also
documents resident feedback which
may inform future policy, planning
and park initiatives.

Figure 21 Socioeconomic patterns can be traced
back to redline maps in the early 1900s that singled
out predominantly African American communities
and reduced access to home loans. The Durham
Belt Line Trail Master Plan and Equitable
Engagement Plan integrate strategies to promote
equitable development and affordable housing by
identifying potential partners, responsible parties,
and policies related to housing and equity in
adjacent neighborhoods.

Durham Belt Line
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Figures 22-27 The Equitable Engagement Plan prioritizes resources for communities that are historically under-represented in
City projects and in communities that will be most adversely impacted by the development of the Belt Line. Due to concerns about
displacement, evictions and the lack of affordable housing along the corridor, engagement focuses on: communities of color, persons
with limited English proficiency, low-income homeowners, and renters.
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Figure 28 Children departing Downtown
Durham school on wheels.

Figure 29 Residents painting a mural for
a traffic-calming circle on Spruce Street
for Durham’s Shared Streets Program
during the COVID-19 pandemic
(https://durhamnc.gov/4069)

Figure 30 The Belt Line connects
residents and visitors to Durham Central
Park, which hosts events and weekly
farmers market.
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D ECONOMIC

COMPETITIVENESS

Attract new
development and
employment adjacent
to the Belt Line and
provide access to lowcost transportation
to improve economic
mobility.
BENEFIT
$10,243,666
The Belt Line will serve as both
a public amenity with economic
benefits stretching well beyond
the trail and a safe, low-cost
transportation corridor creating
access to jobs. Trail-oriented and

compact, walkable development
will yield substantial and lasting
benefits to the community and has
the potential to generate significant
new revenue for the City. With
approximately 100 acres of parcels
in the Belt Line study area prime for
improvement and more residents
and businesses desiring access to
active transportation options, the
project has the ability to increase
economic competitiveness by
attracting new development to
Downtown Durham. Economic
research
conducted
during
the master planning process
found
multi-story,
mixed-use
development and/or infill housing
has the potential to add between
$3.5 million and $8.3 million to
tax rolls annually, a portion of
which could be captured as finance
mechanisms to support operations
and maintenance of the trail.

DUKE
UNIVERSITY

Additionally, enhanced crossings
for pedestrians near the Amtrak
station and the removal of a former
railroad bridge will also improve
freight reliability. Coordination has
occurred with the NC Railroad for
future freight expansion.
Most importantly, access to safe,
low-cost, and reliable transportation
is a key component of one’s
economic mobility. Reducing
or eliminating the need for car
ownership and providing access to
transit or jobs closer to home for
economically distressed households
is one strategy to overcome these
barriers. Connecting to the Durham
Station Transportation Center
and the Amtrak station offers
opportunities and access to local
and regional jobs, including the
49,000 jobs forecasted within a
half-mile of the trail.

NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL
DISTRICT

CENTRAL
PARK
BRIGHTLEAF

WAREHOUSE /
INNOVATION
DISTRICT
DOWNTOWN
AMERICAN
TOBACCO
CAMPUS

GOVERNMENT
SERVICES
N
GOLDEN BELT

LEGEND
Durham Belt Line

Greenways

Figure 31 The abandoned corridor is an active transportation resource that
connects established neighborhoods to economic activity centers.
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E STATE OF GOOD

REPAIR

Increase savings
in maintenance
costs and support
redevelopment
of underutilized
properties by repurposing a rail
corridor as a trail and
linear park.
BENEFIT
$6,115,918
The Belt Line will repurpose an
abandoned rail corridor that has
fallen into disrepair and return it to
productive use as a shared-use path
and linear park. First envisioned
as a rails-to-trails project in the
2001 Durham Open Space and
Trails Master Plan, the Belt Line
has also been included as a priority

project in more recent planning
efforts, including the Bike and
Walk Implementation Plan; the
Trails and Greenway Master Plan;
South Ellerbe Restoration Project;
and the Innovation District Master
Plan. The trail fills a critical gap
in Durham’s active transportation
network and will also support
redevelopment of underutilized
and abandoned properties adjacent
to the corridor. If the Belt Line
is not constructed, projects from
planning efforts along this corridor
are compromised.
Not constructing the Belt Line
also threatens the efficiency of the
bicycle and pedestrian network
and mobility of people to travel
to and from Durham’s urban
core. Connections are needed to
serve those trying to complete the
“last mile” of a transit trip where
sidewalk conditions are generally
poor and bicycle facilities are
lacking. Accessibility of persons

with disabilities is also limited,
and the existing track, land, and
pedestrian connections across all
rail crossings are not in a state of
good repair. If left unimproved,
the blighted condition of this 1.75mile corridor will continue to be a
barrier to those traveling by nonmotorized modes and contribute to
rising maintenance costs.
By repurposing and upgrading
existing transportation
infrastructure, such as a bridge
and trestle and available right-ofway on existing urban streets, the
project will minimize waste of
those materials and overall costs
of the project, as well as maintain
the historic integrity of the corridor
and adjacent neighborhoods. Some
of the former rails have already
been utilized at another location,
the Miracle League Field, which
is a baseball program and field
designed to serve children and
adults with special needs.

Figure 32 The abandoned rail corridor has preserved precious open space in a rapidly developing City.
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The Durham Belt Line was
conceived as a collaborative effort
to create a new asset for Durham
and accomplish transportation,
economic, environmental, and equity
goals. A myriad of public and private
community partners have worked
together through the development of
the Master Plan and voiced support
across this comprehensive project to
bring the vision and plan to reality.

address the challenges pertaining
to affordable housing, placemaking and the historical legacy
of red-lining. Durham’s equitable
engagement
process
focuses
on transparency; early resident
involvement in planning and decision
making; increasing accessibility of
outreach; and building capacity of
and relationships with community
partners, who work with or advocate
for historically under-represented
communities.

This project has involved multiple
City of Durham departments in
various phases: Parks and Recreation;
Transportation; General Services;
Neighborhood Improvement
Services; Planning; and Public
Works. Following the Master Plan’s
adoption, an Equitable Engagement
Plan was developed by the City to

Community engagement
efforts have been met with
unprecedented support from
a broad array of community
members, organizations, and
institutions. More than 70
letters of support have been
written in support of Durham’s
RAISE application.

F PARTNERSHIPS

Figure 33 Mayor Steve Schewel is committed to safe biking and
walking infrastructure. He leads an annual walk and run on Durham
trails.

Key partnerships that have
played pivotal roles in this
project
include
Downtown
Durham Inc., the Conservation
Fund, and NCDOT.

Downtown Durham Inc. has
garnered support for the project
among business leaders, developers
and civic organizations. The
Conservation Fund, under its North
Carolina Urban Program, worked
collaboratively with the City of
Durham and NCDOT to secure the
right-of-way from Norfolk-Southern
and develop an agreement to transfer
the corridor to City ownership. In
addition, NCDOT has provided
funding for the development of
the corridor through the State
Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP).

Figure 34 The key Durham Innovation District partners, Duke
University, Measurement Inc. and Longfellow Partners, are enthusiastic
supporters of activating the Durham Belt Line Corridor.
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G INNOVATION
The City of Durham has been
intentional in its efforts to address
and mitigate concerns of affordability,
displacement and gentrification
along the trail corridor. A key
recommendation of the Belt Line
Master Plan is to implement
policies that reduce barriers to
residential infill and target affordable
housing initiatives in the study
area. Approximately 100 acres of
underutilized parcels were identified
as redevelopment opportunities for
affordable housing. By providing
incentives such as reduced parking
requirements, lot width reductions,
housing type flexibility, encroachment
allowances, density bonuses and rightof-way abandonments, developers are
encouraged to build affordable, highdensity residential units. Targeted
initiatives, such as purchasing property
for affordable housing and preserving
existing affordable housing near the

corridor, will alleviate some issues of
displacement and gentrification.
The affordable housing bond, passed
in 2019, aims to significantly increase
Durham’s quantity of affordable
housing by working closely with the
Durham Housing Authority. Housing
bond initiatives include building
1,600 new affordable housing units,
preserving 800 affordable rental units,
housing 1,700 homeless individuals,
providing opportunities for first-time
homebuyers, and aiding 3,000 lowincome renters and homeowners to
remain in or improve their homes. The
Willard Street Apartments, located
adjacent to the Durham Station
Transportation Center and near the
project area has recently opened and
offers 82 apartments for households
with incomes at or below 60% of area
median income.
In addition, the corridor contains
approximately 480 tons of railroad

ties, four miles of steel track and
a variety of other materials (i.e.
turnouts, joint bars, tie plates).
Innovative strategies are being
employed for the preservation,
upcycling and reuse of material. Key
historical features and architectural
assets will be repurposed as part of an
interpretive strategy to tell the story of
Durham and contribute to the overall
user experience on the Belt Line.
These features include the railroad
crossing signals, a historic trestle, and
gantry. Sections of track will also be
preserved in several locations. Efforts
will be made to upcycle materials
prior to disposal and include them
in design where possible. There are
opportunities for recycling materials
into new uses such as landscaping,
retaining walls and art installations.
For the track, the preference is that
they are rehabilitated and put into
use on secondary rail lines. This
will depend on their condition and
available buyers.

Figure 35 The City of Durham’s commitment to affordable housing near the Belt Line corridor includes partnering with Self-Help Ventures Fund, Duke
University, and Capitol Broadcasting to build Willard Street Apartments with 82 affordable homes adjacent to the Durham Station Transportation Center.
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V. Environmental Risk
With 100% right-of-way and NEPA approval in
place, the Durham Belt Line Project is ready for
project implementation.

Project Timeline
2001
• The Durham Belt Line Trail first appears in
adopted Greenways and Trails Master Plan.

2004
• Negotiations begin to acquire Norfolk
Southern corridor.

2014
• TIGER Grant Awarded for Master Plan.

2017
• The Conservation Fund purchases the
corridor from Norfolk Southern.
• Partial funding is approved by NCDOT.

2018
• Master Plan Adopted.
• The City purchases the corridor from The
Conservation Fund.
• NEPA Document Approved.
• Local Funding Appropriated in Durham CIP.
• BUILD Grant for Design and Construction
Submitted.

2019
• Design Engineer Selected.

2020
• BUILD Grant for Construction Submitted.

2021
• RAISE Grant for Construction Submitted.
• Additional funding is approved by DurhamChapel Hill-Carrboro MPO

FALL 2022
• Design Complete / Project Bidding.
• Right-of-Way Certification.
• RAISE funds obligated.

WINTER 2023
Construction Contract Awarded.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permits secured and construction begins
Meet all Federal requirements to move forward
Mobilization: two weeks
Remove railroad rails and ties
Encapsulate lead paint on remnant railroad bridge
Grading, drainage, paving, crossing improvements
Install lighting and signal modifications
Re-deck and railings on remnant railroad bridge
Demobilization: two weeks

SPRING 2024
• Durham Belt Line Complete.

Technical Feasibility
All elements of the Durham Belt Line project are
technically and financially feasible and suited to a
quick progression from grant award to construction.
From a technical perspective, there is no risk to project
delivery. Durham has displayed the ability to implement
similar trail and infrastructure projects throughout the
City. With various stages of planning and design in
place, project partners are to proceed and, if awarded,
all RAISE funds will be obligated during the years
2022-2024 with total project completion estimated by
the 2nd quarter of 2024.

Assessment ofProject Risk and Mitigation
Strategies
The project presents no significant technical
challenges. As a former rail corridor, the grades are
less than 2% and remnant structures have excess load
capacity to accommodate conversion to bicycle and
pedestrian use.
Durham Belt Line
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The conceptual design developed in the TIGER
funded Master Plan is ready to move into final
engineering.

The potential for schedule delays has been mitigated
through the following actions:
• Selection of an experienced Durham-headquartered
engineering firm to design the project and see it
through NCDOT and local approvals.
• Securing 100% of the needed Right-of-Way.
• Completing an intensive public engagement
campaign during the Master Plan.
• Securing City Council approvals at each stage of
project development.

Required Approvals
A Programmatic Categorical Exclusion has been
approved for the project. Analysis included cultural and
natural resources, community impact, environmental
justice, Phase I environmental analysis, and impacts
to park land. Once design is complete, the City of
Durham will approve building permits, traffic signal
modifications, stormwater impacts and site plan
compliance with local planning ordinances. The City
of Durham has selected a local design engineer with
considerable experience navigating these approvals.
Final plans will be submitted to NCDOT Division 5
to provide final Right-of-Way Certification. Plans,
specifications, and construction estimate will also
be submitted to NCDOT for review and approval.
These approvals, in combination with the already
approved NEPA document, are needed for final Federal
Authorization prior to moving to construction.

Figure 36 Over 900 people participated in the outreach for the Belt Line
Master Plan.

Significant community engagement was
completed during the master planning process.
This engagement will continue throughout the
design process to keep the community informed
about this popular project and solicit input
on amenities, neighborhood connections and
aesthetic design choices.
Figure 37 The City of Durham created the Equitable Community
Engagement Blueprint as part of the Belt Line Master Plan. This approach
activates local partners to reach deeply into community networks for
project guidance.
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VI. Benefit Cost Analysis
The Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) focuses primarily
on the project components that can be measured in
terms of quantitative data and monetary value. For the
purposes of this analysis, the benefits were measured
for a 20 year time frame (2024-2044), while the costs
were measured from 2021 to 2044.
All future benefits and costs are discounted to present
values at 7% discount rates. As explained in the BCA
Methodology in the supplementary material, all benefit
estimates are deeply conservative. The benefit-cost
analysis addresses the primary selection criteria, and
several key benefits are highlighted here.

The Belt Line will save lives and prevent injuries, at
an estimated total discounted value of $42,162,470.
The Belt Line will generate economic growth through
increased tourism and trail user expenditures and
reduced traffic congestion costs, at an estimated
discounted value of $10,243,666. The Belt Line
will also improve air quality and provide additional
environmental and quality of life benefits at an
estimated discounted value of $39,131,599.

Limited active transportation options exist between
Downtown and the residential and commercial areas
in central and northeastern Durham. Multi-modal
mprovements realized by the Belt Line will expand
access to jobs, housing, and open space and encourage
more residents to walk and bike to destinations.

Figure 38 Communities around the country have converted unrealized assets into vibrant corridors that spark economic vitality, benefits health
outcomes, and creates alternatives to vehicle travel. Durham hopes to capture similar benefits realized on rail conversions in Atlanta, Georgia and
Detroit, Michigan, shown above.
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BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS TABLE
Benefits by Selection Criteria

Total Discounted Benefits Over 20-Year Period

Safety
Reduced Vehicle Crash Costs

$19,990,466

Safety Benefits to Pedestrians and Cyclists
Total

$22,172,005
$42,162,470

Total

$6,115,918
$6,115,918

State of Good Repair
Reduced Roadway Maintenance Costs
Economic Competitiveness
Reduced Traffic Congestion Costs

$2,772,603

Accrued Tourism Benefit

$7,471,063
$10,243,666

Total
Environmental Sustainability
Reduced Nitrous Oxides (pounds/year)

20,893

Reduced Sulfur Dioxide (pounds/year)

542

Reduced Particulate Matter (pounds/year)

2,525

Reduced Carbon Dioxide (pounds/year)

101,539,793

Reduced Nitrous Oxides Emissions Costs

$122,683

Reduced Sulfur Dioxide Emissions Costs

$8,526

Reduced Particulate Matter Emissions Costs

$702,539

Reduced Social Costs of Carbon
Total (pounds/year)
Dollar Total

$4,032,195
101,563,753
$4,865,943

Quality of Life
Reduced Household Transportation Costs

$25,136,395

Healthcare Cost Savings of Newly Active People

$9,129,261
$34,265,656
$99,057,856
$20,840,666
4.75

Total
TOTAL BENEFITS
TOTAL Costs (Discounted)
Ratio of Benefit to Cost

Net Benefit

$78,217,190
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